Abstract. Let A = (A, V ) be a complex hyperplane arrangement and let L(A) denote its intersection lattice. The arrangement A is called supersolvable, provided its lattice L(A) is supersolvable. For X in L(A), it is known that the restriction A X is supersolvable provided A is.
Introduction
Let A = (A, V ) be a complex hyperplane arrangement and let L(A) denote its intersection lattice. We say that A is supersolvable, provided L(A) is supersolvable, see Definition 2.3. Thanks to [Sta72, Prop. 3 .2] (see Corollary 2.7), for X in L(A), the restriction A X of a supersolvable arrangement A is itself again supersolvable. Now suppose that W is a finite, unitary reflection group acting on the complex vector space V . Let A = (A(W ), V ) be the associated hyperplane arrangement of W . In [HR14, Thm. 1.2], we classified all supersolvable reflection arrangements. Extending this earlier work, the aim of this note is to classify all supersolvable restrictions A X for A a reflection arrangement. Since supersolvability is a rather strong condition, not unexpectedly, there are only very few additional instances apart from the obvious restrictions of supersolvable reflection arrangements.
Moreover, similar to the case of supersolvable reflection arrangements, we are able to characterize the irreducible arrangements in this class merely by the presence of modular elements of dimension 1 in their intersection lattice (see Theorem 1.5). This in turn leads to the In [AHR13, Thm. 1.2], we classified all inductively free restrictions A X of reflection arrangements A. Since a supersolvable arrangement is inductively free, thanks to work of Jambu and Terao [JT84, Thm. 4 .2] (see Theorem 2.5), the supersolvable restrictions A X of reflection arrangements A form a natural subclass of the inductively free restrictions.
In order to state [AHR13, Thm. 1.2], we require a bit more notation. For fixed r, ℓ ≥ 2 and 0 ≤ k ≤ ℓ, we denote by A (ii) W = G(r, r, ℓ) and 
(ii) W = G(r, r, ℓ) and
While Theorem 1.3 gives a complete classification of supersolvable restrictions of reflection arrangements, as far as isomorphism types of such restrictions are concerned, there is quite a bit of redundancy in its statement. For, the last two restrictions in part (iii) of Theorem 1.3 are isomorphic to each other while the first two restrictions are isomorphic to ones in part (ii) (see Lemma 3.3 below) and A p p (r) is isomorphic to the reflection arrangment of G(r, 1, p), already covered in part (i). Thus, apart from supersolvable reflection arrangements themselves, there is only one additional family of supersolvable restrictions one for each dimension, and a single exceptional case, up to isomorphism.
Corollary 1.4. Let W be a finite, irreducible, complex reflection group with reflection arrangement
A = A(W ) and let X ∈ L(A) with dim X ≥ 3. Then A X
is supersolvable if and only if either A
X is isomorphic to a supersolvable reflection arrangment,
The definition of supersolvability of A entails the existence of modular elements in L(A) of any possible rank; see §2.3 for the notion of modular elements. In our second main result we show that irreducible, supersolvable restrictions of reflection arrangements are characterized merely by the presence of a modular element of dimension 1.
Theorem 1.5. For W a finite, irreducible complex reflection group of rank at least 4, let Table B .1]), mentioned above, descends to an analogous dichotomy of the restrictions A(W ) X into the three-parameter family A k ℓ (r) and a small finite set of exceptional cases. While our proofs for the restrictions that are isomorphic to A k ℓ (r) are conceptual and uniform, the statements of Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 indicate that there cannot be a uniform argument in general. For W of exceptional type, our arguments consist of a case-by-case analysis based on some technical general lemmas for 3-and 4-arrangements provided in Section 2.3. Despite the fact that the statement of Theorem 1.5 is uniform, still two instances required some computer calculations.
For general information about arrangements and reflection groups we refer the reader to [Bou68] , [OS82] and [OT92] . Throughout, we use the naming scheme of the irreducible finite complex reflection groups due to Shephard and Todd, [ST54] .
Recollections and Preliminaries
2.1. Hyperplane Arrangements. Let V = C ℓ be an ℓ-dimensional complex vector space. A hyperplane arrangement is a pair (A, V ), where A is a finite collection of hyperplanes in V . Usually, we simply write A in place of (A, V ). We only consider central arrangements, i.e. the origin is contained in the center T := H∈A H of A. The empty arrangement in V is denoted by Φ ℓ .
The lattice L(A) of A is the set of subspaces of V of the form H 1 ∩· · ·∩H n where {H 1 , . . . , H n } is a subset of A. For X ∈ L(A), we have two associated arrangements, firstly the subarrangement A X := {H ∈ A | X ⊆ H} of A and secondly, the restriction of A to X, defined by
The lattice L(A) is a partially ordered set by reverse inclusion:
We have a rank function on L(A) defined by r(X) := codim V (X). The rank r(A) of A is the rank of a maximal element in L(A) with respect to the partial order. With
Note that the restriction A X is also central, so that L(A X ) is again a geometric lattice. Let A be central and let X, Y ∈ L(A) with X < Y . We recall the following sublattices of
In particular, the former is an interval in the latter.
Let A = A 1 × A 2 be the product of the two arrangements A 1 and A 2 . With the partial order defined on
Note that A × Φ 0 = A for any arrangement A. If A is of the form A = A 1 × A 2 , where
2.2. Free Arrangements. Let S = S(V * ) be the symmetric algebra of the dual space V * of V . If x 1 , . . . , x ℓ is a basis of V * , then we identify S with the polynomial ring C[x 1 , . . . , x ℓ ]. By denoting the C-subspace of S consisting of the homogeneous polynomials of degree p (and 0) by S p , we see that there is a natural Z-grading S = ⊕ p∈Z S p , where S p = 0 for p < 0.
Let Der(S) be the S-module of C-derivations of S and for i = 1, . . . , ℓ define D i := ∂/∂x i to be the i th partial derivation of S. Now D 1 , . . . , D ℓ is an S-basis of Der(S) and we call θ ∈ Der(S) homogeneous of polynomial degree
In this case we write pdeg θ = p. By defining Der(S) p to be the C-subspace of Der(S) consisting of all homogeneous derivations of polynomial degree p, we see that Der(S) is a graded S-module:
If A is an arrangement in V , then for every H ∈ A we may fix α H ∈ V * with H = ker(α H ). We call Q(A) := H∈A α H ∈ S the defining polynomial of A. Definition 2.3. We say that A is supersolvable provided there is a maximal chain Theorem 2.5. Let A be a supersolvable ℓ-arrangment with maximal chain
Note that it was first proven in [JT84, Thm. 4.2] that every supersolvable arrangement is inductively free. We proceed with some further preliminary results.
The following immediate consequence of Lemma 2.6 is due to Stanley, [Sta72, Prop. 3.2].
Corollary 2.7. Let X < Y in L(A). If A is supersolvable, then so is the interval [X, Y ].
Here is a further consequence of Lemma 2.6.
Corollary 2.8. Let A be a 4-arrangement and let Z ∈ L(A) be of dimension 1. Suppose
Proof. By assumption on A Z , there is a H ∈ A with Z ∈ L(A H ) such that A H is not supersolvable. Therefore, since A H is a 3-arrangement, Z is not modular in L(A H ), by Lemma 2.4. We conclude that Z is not modular in L(A), thanks to Lemma 2.6.
The next result gives a useful numerical criterion for the non-supersolvability of a free, irreducible 3-arrangement A in terms of the exponents of A.
Lemma 2.10. Let A be a free, irreducible 3-arrangement.
Proof. Note that since A is irreducible, b 1 > 1, [OT92, Thm. 4.29(3)]. Assume |A X | ≤ b 1 and suppose that A is supersolvable with V < H < X < 0 a maximal chain of modular elements in L(A). Observe that |A H \ A V | = |{H} \ ∅| = 1. By Theorem 2.5, we have
The following technical lemma is our key tool in order to show that there are no modular elements of dimension 1 in certain non-supersolvable, irreducible 4-arrangements. 
Proof. Suppose that X ∈ L(A) is modular of dimension 1. Then X is also modular in A H for all H ∈ A X , by Lemma 2.6, and since A H is a 3-arrangement, it is supersolvable, by Lemma 2.4. Lemma 2.10 implies that |(A H ) X | > b 1 and Lemma 2.9 shows that |A X | > b 1 + 1 ≥ c. This is a contradiction to Corollary 2.8.
Reflection Groups and Reflection
Arrangements. The irreducible finite complex reflection groups were classified by Shephard and Todd, [ST54] . Let W ⊆ GL(V ) be a finite complex reflection group. Table 1 . We maintain the notation from the previous sections. Note again that A k ℓ (r) is not a reflection arrangement for k = 0, ℓ. ) is not supersolvable. The following example shows that the supersolvable arrangements from Lemma 3.1 do actually occur as restrictions of the reflection arrangement of W = G(r, r, ℓ).
Example 3.2. Let p, r ≥ 2, ℓ = 2p − 1, and ζ is an rth root of unity. Let W = G(r, r, ℓ) and for r, 1, p) ) which is supersolvable, by Theorem 1.1.
As indicated in the Introduction, we use the convention to label the W -orbit of X ∈ L(A) by the type T which is the Shephard-Todd label [ST54] of the complex reflection group W X . We then denote the restriction A X simply by the pair (W, T ). The following result is due to Orlik and Terao, [OT92, App. D].
Lemma 3.3. We have the following lattice isomorphisms of 3-dimensional restrictions: G(3, 3, 3) ).
Armed with Lemma 2.10, we can now determine all 3-dimensional supersolvable restrictions for an ambient irreducible, non-supersolvable reflection arrangement.
Lemma 3.4. Let A = A(W ) be an irreducible, non-supersolvable reflection arrangement of exceptional type. Let X ∈ L(A) with dim X = 3. Then A X is supersolvable if and only if
Proof. Using Theorem 1.1, the tables of all orbit types for the irreducible reflection groups of exceptional type in [OS82, App.] (see also [OT92, App. C]) and some explicit computer aided calculations (cf. Remark 4.8), we check which of the 3-dimensional restrictions satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.10. In Table 3 we present in each of the 3-dimensional restrictions
is of dimension 1 (disregarding the lattice isomorphisms from Lemma 3.3). Each of the cases labelled "false" satisfies the condition from Lemma 2.10 and is therefore not supersolvable. G(3, 3, 3) Next we argue that the 4 cases labelled "true" in Table 3 are indeed supersolvable:
The restrictions (E 6 , A 3 ) and (E 7 , D 4 ) are supersolvable, thanks to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3(i), (ii). Moreover, by Lemma 3.3(v), (E 7 , A 2 2 ) ∼ = (E 8 , A 5 ), so we only have to check the case (E 7 , A 2 2 ). So, let B = {H 0 , . . . , H 12 } be the arrangement given by (E 7 , A 2 2 ). Since B is a 3-arrangement, we only need to compute the intersections of rank 2. Each X ∈ L(B) is uniquely given by B X . The X ∈ L(B) of rank 2 correspond to the following subarrangements B X of B:
, since X and Z are subsets of a common hyperplane of B. Therefore, Z is a modular element of dimension 1 in L(B) and thus B is supersolvable, by Lemma 2.4. Now, with the aid of Corollary 2.7 and Lemma 3.4 we can show that among irreducible, non-supersolvable reflection arrangement of exceptional type there are no 4-dimensional supersolvable restrictions.
Lemma 3.5. Let A = A(W ) be an irreducible, non-supersolvable reflection arrangement of exceptional type. Let X ∈ L(A) with dim X = 4. Then A X is not supersolvable.
Proof. Thanks to Lemma 3.4, for every W as in the statement, other than W of type E 6 , E 7 or E 8 , already every 3-dimensional restriction is not supersolvable. It thus follows from Corollary 2.7 that in these cases no higher-dimensional restriction is supersolvable either.
So we are left to check the following restrictions (E 6 , A Proof. Thanks to Lemma 3.5, every restriction of dimension 4 is non-supersolvable. The result then follows from Corollary 2.7.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Thanks to Corollary 2.7, every interval of a supersolvable lattice is itself supersolvable. Consequently, if A is supersolvable, then so is any restriction A X , by Lemma 2.1. If A X is as in (ii) or (iii), then A X is supersolvable, thanks to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4 and Corollary 3.6. This gives the reverse implication.
